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How can we define a creative new view of “ Permanent use ” ?
How will Architecture adapt to the social development 
of  Multiple demands  and  High efficiency needs ?
How can Industrial Architecture in limbo get the best use and be an asset, 
to avoid its demolition by neglect?  
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ABSTRACT
The vacant industrial historic building at 145 Globe 
Street within the Jewelry District in Providence, Rhode 
Island is designated one of the ten most endangered 
historic properties in the city. After surviving many 
stalled plans for renovation there are no efforts underway 
to save it, and deterioration from natural elements and 
vandalism continues. Many Industrial heritage buildings 
wait in a similar limbo. When there are no definite plans 
for renewal, often these buildings are left vacant for 
years without routine maintenance, causing severe damage 
and posing a threat to public safety. These buildings 
should be used as a resource in urban planning, rather 
than a problem, as they adjust well to swiftly changing 
occupancy.
 
Contemporary society is in constant flux. Architecture 
should break the traditional fixed pattern toward a 
perpetual malleability to adapt to the transition of functions
quickly. Compared with other architectural typologies, 
industrial historical buildings generally have more open 
and organized spatial conditions. It is necessary to develop 
a system of flexible architecture within historic industry 
structures to support temporary use, which provides 
an active transitional construction by adaptive reuse of 
industry landmark buildings in the urban regeneration.
By applying reversible materials, temporary-use spaces will 
be quickly built and moveable to suit different programs 
and functions. The flexibility in the reuse of industrial 
heritage buildings will make more public the architectural 
heritage in the city, to accommodate different purposes 
of use and promote the city’s positive development. 
At the host building at 145 Globe Street, temporary use 
will promote a creative art therapy community center, 
by applying a flexible spatial transformation system based
on multifunction, with the intention of changing
the original severe manufacturing spatial pattern into 
one of accessibility, healing & community. Its flexible 
presentation will bring new vitality and development 
opportunities to the historic district and city as a whole.
Front view of site from Eddy street. Providence, RI. 2017. 09.
SITE
145 Globe Street
The Jewelry District
Providence. RI
Front view of site from Eddy street. Providence, RI. 2011
[Fig. 1] [Fig. 2]
Back view of site from Globe street. Providence, RI. 2016
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JEWELRY DISTRICT
History D-100
145 Globe 
Street
DOWNTOWN PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE HILL
FOX POINT
UPER SOUTH PROVIDEN
Medical district / Residential
State house / Water-fire
Brown university / RISD
Thayer st
Residential
The Jewelry District Of Providence
“The Jewelry Manufacturing Historic District is a 
predominantly industrial historic district in Providence. 
It covers a roughly 19-acre (7.7 ha) area just south of 
Downtown Providence, and was originally bounded by 
Interstate 195 prior to a realignment in the 2000s which 
reconnected the two areas. Although the area began as 
a residential area, and still has some houses in, it 
developed in the late 19th and early 20th centuries as a 
center of Providence's jewelry manufacturing businesses. 
The District has an irregular L shape, reflecting the presence 
of surviving historic elements and the intrusion of modern 
alterations to the area. The main north-south section of 
the district includes properties on Hospital and Imperial 
Streets between Davol Point Street and Bassett Street, 
while the east-west section extends along Bassett and 
Clifford Streets to Chestnut, and then extends further 
along Ship Street to Eddy. It includes 21 factory buildings, 
five shops or garages, and three residences.”  [ 1 ]
The host building I make attention on my site is located 
at the south of Jewelry District, Providence, RI. The 
city where it be was one of the first cities in the United 
States to industrialize, outstanding by its textile 
manufacturing, subsequent machine tool, jewelry and 
silverware industries.  
Today, Providence is the home to higher education 
medical institutions that have transformed the former 
industrial economy into a service industry, retaining only a 
handful of manufacturing and beginning to focus on its 
educational resources as well as artistic community for 
the creative capital of the city. 
Nowadays jewelry District is littered with remnants of 
industrial buildings. Some of these buildings continue 
to survive through remodeling to acquire new functions, 
they bring historical and cultural memories of the city 
to new values in society. Others have been torn down 
or left vacant. Publics have calls for the reconstruction of 
these industrial heritage, the protective organization 
also appreciate and expect a sustainable development 
program to rejuvenate the old industrial area. 
PROVIDENCE
RI
 [ 1 ] “The History of the Jewelry District” 
         http://www.jewelrydistrict.org/history-of-the-district.htmlCity map extract from Rhode Island. United States
Providence Zoning Map
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Before The Demolition
View from East 
Aerial view of 2011
Aerial view of 2014
[Fig. 4]
[Fig. 3]
After The Demolition
View from exterior 
[Fig. 5]
Time Line
1908 
Constructed as 
The Ward Baking Company. 
Administration building 
with Main Entrance was built.
1917-1946 
Constructed Done. 
Added three blocks used as
Garage and Loading Shed.
2
3
4
1
1
2 3 4 1980-1985 
Left vacant.   
1985
Occupied by Retailer’s 
Food Center Wholesale.   
1988
Occupied by 
Tara Manufacturing Co. / Ideal Rack Co. 
Shared space with Wholesale Foods.  
1993
Left vacant. 
A sign on the building identifies its occupant 
as Victory Finishing Technologies . Parts Demolished.  
Rest are under City plan — VICTORY SQUARE
2011
Mixed used Property developed 
by Commonwealth Ventures, 
then project stranded and stopped.          
2012-2016
One of the 10 Most 
Endangered properties, 
Providence.              
Proposal of redevelop the former 
Victory Finishing Technologies site 
and proximate lots for 
a mixed used development. 
2015
Lifespan buys Victory Place property as a 
gift / PawSox Providence Stadium Proposal.
2017
Left vacant. 
No Plan & Project on it.  
2016
[Fig. 7]
[Fig. 6] [Fig. 8]
[Fig. 9]
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Area: 7,274 ft2
Outbuildings: 48,514 ft2
Building Footprint (ft)
103
42
87
87
28
General Situation, 145 Globe Street
This one basement and two-story building has a decorated 
style facade by blonde bricks, its flat-roof complex 
comprised of original block and numerous ells topped 
with stone trim, four faced walls open with a combination 
of glass blocks and boarded up windows, both front and 
back wall entrance are sealed now for public safety. 
Original Enter
South view of existing.
Masonry & Steel Frame /Cement Base &  Decoration / Flat Roof
Oil Heating / Central Forced Air 
Collapsed & Corrosion of with parts of Roof &  2F floor
Left Vacant / Enter Off-limits
[Fig. 9: 1]
[Fig. 10: 1]
Fig. 9: 1. Top view of existing.
Fig. 10: 1. Interior view of the first floor.
Fig. 10: 2. Back view from West. Original opening to another building.
Fig. 10: 3. Stair to the second floor.
Fig. 10: 4. North back view of existing.
[Fig. 10: 2] [Fig. 10: 3] [Fig. 10: 4]
North view of existing.
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Bradley Hospital
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Subsection with ages
Proposed Transit Spine in 2020.
Highway
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Psychotherapist Studio (Traditional)
Closest Lifspan (Property owner)
Melissa Meyer
Elmwood Orthopedic Rehab Center
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Be Collaborative Care
Performance Physical Therapy 
Therapy Collaborative
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Providence today is the home to higher education 
medical institutions that have transformed the former 
industrial economy into a service industry, which has 
Educational & Healthcare Institutional overlay this 
Jewelry District at present. It is easy to access by foot 
and driving to this district.
View from South 
View from West
(Back of the host building) 
View from North
View from East
(Front of  the host building)
Southern sight:
Viaducts and vacant ground 
Northern sight:
Downtown Providence
Western sight:
Providence Hospital and rear space 
Eastern sight:
Energy Station
Point St
E
d
d
y 
St
View of Object and The Noise Analysis
Standing at the  vital  intersection with the original pattern 
of industry, the lack of greening around and low-rise 
buildings provide this area a broad and relatively barren
Negligible Noise Section
H
o
sp
it
a
l 
S
t
Globe St
horizon. The frontage street and the empty rear space 
give an apparent noise level to the host building.
Primary Noise Section 
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Building Context
The historic buildings of Providence Jewelry District 
made a history significant in the 19th and 20th centuries 
as an architectural industry, which witnesses the significant 
change in the environment of residence and rural areas 
from West side of Providence by that time. 
At the beginning of the 20th century, factories of brick 
and reinforced concrete dominated this area, while the 
host  building, which has the salient features of industrial 
architecture in that era and has a distinctive artistic 
decorative style, is very precious among today’s remnants 
of industrial buildings in this area.
Building texture from wall, window, door, as well as support 
structures.
Light and Shadow
Most of the time, the front facade of the building is 
covered in shading, the back area of the building is 
well-lit but limited to access. For the interior, the walls 
of the building have closed windows with the board, 
Sunlight impact of an interior by existing plans and sections.     Track of sunlight shadow by exterior in Summertime.    
18:00
21:00
12:00
9:00
6:00
N
15:00
and the back wall openings which once were the 
access to the demolished parts now are sealed, left the 
light enter only through a few glass blocks windows and 
the skylight from the second floor.
Basement F2F1
Section 1 Section 2
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Industrial Structure Heritage
In the late 1800s, the land was more expensive, irregular 
structures were added for more space, while brick bearing 
walls and slow-burning heavy wood structures were widely 
used. In the earlier twentieth century, the development 
of flat steel reinforced concrete structures changed the 
nature of industrial buildings. Reinforced concrete slabs 
and pillars were the only structural elements in this 
type of construction that allowed interior space to be 
more open. At the same time, the more extensive windows 
opened up by 80% of the area to the wall due to the 
increased wall loading capacity by the pier columns, fully 
improved natural lighting. 
The host building combines the structural and aesthetic 
elements of that time, so today we can still see the 
contribution of industrial development to the human 
civilization at that period.
Existing structure analysis:
      Emergency support wood column
      Steel column / Metal floor decking
      Cement column with steel inside
      Roof / Floor by wood beams / plank deck with concrete topping slab
      Roof / Floor by steel beams with concrete topping slab[Fig. 11]
Site Building Internal View 
Of First Floor 
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Crisis 
Disregard is a kind of injury. Due to being idle for a long 
time, the host building has been severely damaged by 
natural erosion and has become a dangerous building. 
Before it closed to ban access, it has become a social 
safety hazard followed by vandalized. At present, the facade 
of the building is well preserved than the damaged interior 
structures by the floors, the roof, and the pillars. 
Before any new projects in placement, the problem of the 
original structural load and the stability must be solved. 
Existing structures suffer from natural corrosion is the most 
damage to collapse if no action on it. 
Design_Step 1 Re-structuring
Original Collapse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
 Remove  Reinforce / Replace  Reopen
4
6
Process diagram by section view
Facade panorama
1
1
5
3
1
2
Original                                                    Collapse[Fig. 12]
Natural corrosion and human destruction
by facade and interior
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Site Model
24 x 24 inch
Scale by 1:100
INTENTION Providence today is the home to higher education 
medical institutions that have transformed the former 
industrial economy into a service industry, which calls 
for the reconstruction of its industrial heritage under a 
protective and sustainable development to rejuvenate 
the old industrial area. 
I intend to take advantage of its proximity to universities 
and hospitals to generate better medical environment and 
productive jobs in Healthcare. 
SITE
General Situation
Masonry & Steel Frame /Cement Base &  Decoration / Flat Roof
Oil Heating / Central Forced Air 
Collapsed & Corrosion of with parts of Roof &  2F floor
Left Vacant / Enter Off-limits
This one basement and two-story building has a decorated style facade by blonde 
bricks, its flat-roof complex comprised of original block and numerous ells topped with 
stone trim, four faced walls open with a combination of glass blocks and boarded up 
windows, both front and back wall entrance are sealed now for public safety. 
Original Enter
Area: 7,274 ft!
Outbuildings: 48,514 ft!
Building Footprint (ft)
!"#
$%
&'
&'
%&
145 Globe Street, The Jewelry District  Of Providence
1908 - 1980   The Ward Baking Company.
1980 - 1985   Left vacant.
1985 - 1993   Occupied by several Retailer’s Food companies.
1993 - 2017   One of the 10 Most Endangered properties, Providence   
Aerial view 0f 2011
Aerial view 0f 2014
Intention
Will take the advantage of its proximity to universities and hospitals 
to generate better medical environment and active jobs in Health care.
A creative art therapy display center  is proposed by a vacant historical industry building 
transfered to a healing space, which has exible spatial  transformation system based on an exhibition 
function , intention on changing the original serious manufacturing spatial pattern into a accessible 
community one through temporary use. It will activate both the present neighbourhood and the city 
develop from The Jewelry District.
Providence today is the home to higher education medical institutions that have transformed 
the former industrial economy into a service industry, which calls for the reconstruction of its 
industrial heritage under a protectiveand sustainable development to rejuvenate the 
old industrial area. 
Medical Care / Social Assistance industry
(a critical component of Providence economy)
University center / Research Institutions
(Research and Education attributes ) 
Distribution of 
Creativity and Innovation
Health care 
Thriving Post-industrial CityOriginal Industrial City
Baking Company Creative Art Therapy Center
 Food manufacture
 Transit nutrition to the citizen
(Physical health)
Service on healing and caring the soul
Transfer the love and care to the citylife 
(Mental health)
New circulation is proposed by activity associated events 
to promote the relationship of neighbourhood through 
the abandend site reused and accessible.
The site area is isolated from this district. 
Original healing art units by this area are 
independent relatively.
145 Globe Street | The Jewelry District Of Providence
Site
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Circulation / Surrounding analysis
Industries Employment Proportion    More Common (RI)
Superiority & Opportunity (Data 2015)
 Healthcare
Education
Hospitality
Entertainment
17.2% #1
10.7% #4
14.5% #2
2.4% #11
25.6% #7
31.4% #2
29.8% #3
0 % #8
Population Providence (Data 2015)
General 
Subsection
    9200    2120   1660    1210   750   290  /mi 
179,002      9,720/mi
Age and Sex
Senior 60+
Middle & Old Adult 35-60
Younger Adult 18-35
College 11-18
Children 4-11
Infant & Toddlers 4-
12.66%
27.71%
36.62%
10.99%
5.86%
6.15%60+
60+
60+
60+
60+
11-
11-
11-
11-
11-
M     F
T. F. Green Airport
Ferry Terminal
Highway 95
Highway 195
Highway 95
0.6 mi
12 min
0.7 mi
4 min
1.7 mi
8 min
R-line
Bus 1/3/58
Medical Care employees 2016: 81,000 
Art Therapy in Providence, RI 2018: 25 
(Personal registered)  
Providence 
Station
Public place related around:
 Hospital
School / University
Gallery / Exhibition
Museum
Energy Station
Time Line                                                           Interial Light Level of Existing
Summer Sun Light
Circulation
Intention Food manufacture 
Transit nutrition to the citizen
 (Physical health)
Service on healing and caring the soul 
Transfer the love and care to the city life 
(Mental health)
Original Industrial City Thriving Post-industrial City
To associate community activities and reshaping the 
contemporary social relations by transferring the original 
food manufac ure to  place service on healing and caring 
the soul.
SITE
General Situation
Masonry & Steel Frame /Cement Base &  Decoration / Flat Roof
Oil Heating / Central Forced Air 
Collapsed & Corrosion of with parts of Roof &  2F floor
Left Vacant / Enter Off-limits
This one basement and two-story building has a decorated style facade by blonde 
bricks, its flat-roof complex comprised of original block and numerous ells topped with 
stone trim, four faced walls open with a combination of glass blocks and boarded up 
windows, both front and back wall entrance are sealed now for public safety. 
Original Enter
Area: 7,274 ft!
Outbuildings: 48,514 ft!
Building Footprint (ft)
!"#
$%
&'
&'
%&
145 Globe Street, The Jewelry District  Of Providence
1908 - 1980   The Ward Baking Company.
1980 - 1985   Left vacant.
1985 - 1993   Occupied by several Retailer’s Food companies.
1993 - 2017   One of the 10 Most Endangered properties, Providence   
Aerial view 0f 2011
Aerial view 0f 2014
Intention
Will take the advantage of its proximity to universities and hospitals 
to generate better medical environment and active jobs in Health care.
A creative art therapy display center  is proposed by a vacant historical industry building 
transfered to a healing space, which has exible spatial  transformation system based on an exhibition 
function , intention on changing the original serious manufacturing spatial pattern into a accessible 
community one through temporary use. It will activate both the present neighbourhood and the city 
develop from The Jewelry District.
Providence today is the home to higher education medical institutions that have transformed 
the former industrial economy into a service industry, which calls for the reconstruction of its 
industrial heritage under a protectiveand sustainable development to rejuvenate the 
old industrial area. 
Medical Care / Social Assistance industry
(a critical component of Providence economy)
University center / Research Institutions
(Research and Education attributes ) 
Distribution of 
Creativity and Innovation
Health care 
Thriving Post-industrial CityOriginal Industrial City
Baking Company Creative Art Therapy Center
 Food manufacture
 Transit nutrition to the citizen
(Physical health)
Service on healing and caring the soul
Transfer the love and care to the citylife 
(Mental health)
New circulation is proposed by activity associated events 
to promote the relationship of neighbourhood through 
the abandend site reused and accessible.
The site area is isolated from this district. 
Original healing art units by this area are 
independent relatively.
145 Globe Street | The Jewelry District Of Providence
Site
JEWELRY DISTRICT
145 Globe Street
DOWNTOWN FOX POINT
COLLEGE HILL WAYLAND
BLACKSTONE
HOPE
MOUNT HOPE
CHARLES
WANSKUCK
ELMHURST
MOUNT PLEASANT
MANTON
FOX POINT
VALLEY
FEDERAL HILL
OLNEYVILLE
WEST END LOWER SOUTH
PROVIDENCE
ELMWOOD
RESERVOIR
SOUTH ELMWOOD
WASHINGTON PARK
HARTFORD
SILVERLAKE
D-1
2
1
0
1
2
3
3
miles 2 1 0 1 23
Appr.
5 min/1 mile
DOWNTOWN
COLLEGE HILL
FOX POINT
FEDERAL HILL
WEST END
ELMWOOD
Bradley Hospital
Rhode Island Hospital
Proposed Transit Spine in 2020.
Highway
Hospital/Clinic has Healing Art
Psychotherapist Studio (Traditional)
Closest Lifspan (Property owner)
Melissa Meyer
Elmwood Orthopedic Rehab Center
Lifespan
be collaborative care
Performance Physical Therapy 
Therapy Collaborative
Barbara Krementz, LICSW
Butler Hospital
Providence Center
Corey J. Flanders, LMHC
Eva R. Serber
H
H
H
The Miriam Hospital
H Theatre
Commercial ParkingRestaurant
Arrival
Green / Park
Oce
Zoning / Use Matrix For D-1 
Permitted & Special Use Request 
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Circulation / Surrounding analysis
Industries Employment Proportion    More Common (RI)
Superiority & Opportunity (Data 2015)
 Healthcare
Education
Hospitality
Entertainment
17.2% #1
10.7% #4
14.5% #2
2.4% #11
25.6% #7
31.4% #2
29.8% #3
0 % #8
Population Providence (Data 2015)
General 
Subsection
    9200    2120   1660    1210   750   290  /mi 
179,002      9,720/mi
Age and Sex
Senior 60+
Middle & Old Adult 35-60
Younger Adult 18-35
College 11-18
Children 4-11
Infant & Toddlers 4-
12.66%
27.71%
36.62%
10.99%
5.86%
6.15%60+
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0.6 mi
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8 min
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Bus 1/3/58
Medical Care employees 2016: 81,000 
Art Therapy in Providence, RI 2018: 25 
(Personal registered)  
Providence 
Station
Public place related around:
 Hospital
School / University
Gallery / Exhibition
Museum
Energy Station
Time Line                                                           Interial Light Level of Existing
Summer Sun Light
Circulation
Intention
To propose a new circulation by activity associated events 
to rebuild the relationship of a neighborhood through the 
abandoned site reused and accessible.
Site isolated from this district as a block 
with other art healing units
  New circulation established by associ-
ated activity
Transformation Activation
STRATEGY
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Emergency 
support 
wood pillar
Steel pillar 
Cement pillar 
with Steel intside 
Wood pillar 
 
Existing
Added ramp
to ground
Opened oor/roof
Skylight 
Reinfoced pillar
 
Update
Basement
1st Floor
2nd Floor
High / Low Roof
Combine
1st Floor + Basement
High / Low Roof
Get through 2nd Floor
Circulation
Circulation
Adapt Movment System
Entrance
New Entrance
Xuecheng He  |  INTAR 2018. April
Approach of Exsisting Structure
Strategy
Temporary Use
( Adaptive reuse)
Evaluation / Maintain
(A repair)
Moveable Moveable
......Abandoned
( A Limbo )
Temporary Use
( Adaptive reuse)
Temporary Use
( Adaptive reuse)
Removable, Reversible Units / Elements
OR
Ruin
Open Ending
Perpetual Malleability
Flexible Structure System
Temporary Use In Vacant Industrial Heritage Architecture 
How will Architectural adapt to the social development of  Multiple demands  and  High eciency needs ?
How can Industrial architecture in limbo get the best use and be an asset?  to avoid its demolition by neglect?  
How can we dene a creative new view of “ Permanent use ” ?
Program
Exhibition
Meeting
Class
Studio
Healing
Perform
Regullar exhibtions
for healing art work collections
by group / individual
Mini healing class for
Drawing / Music / Perfomance
Creative studio
Provide a healing experience
through the Architectural atmosphere
Provide a healing experience
through the Architectural atmosphere
Active research and conference
The Creative Art Therapy Display Center
1 x1
1 x 1¼
1= 7ft = 200cm
Grids based on 
Existing columns Rotation
Architecture could break the traditional fixed pattern 
toward a perpetual malleability to adapt to the transition of 
functions quickly.  
The future architecture will take with great sustainable 
and transformative adaptability. By applying reversible 
materials, temporary-use spac s could be quickly built 
and moveable to suit different programs and functions 
by a period. 
It creates persistence by multiple temporary uses which 
gets permanent attention and enablement.
MOMENTS OF ROTARY MOTION
PROGRAM
PROGRAM
 Repaired and intervene of existing
Program put in
Exhibition
Meeting
Class
Studio
Healing
Performance
Regular exhibtions
for healing art work collections
by group / individual
Mini healing class for
Drawing / Music / Drama
Individual creative studio
A healing experience
through the architectural atmosphere
A therapic act of staging a play, concert, 
or other form of entertainment.
Active research and conference
 The Creative Art Therapy Community Center
The new program is proposed a creative art therapy 
community center by a vacant historical industry building 
transferred to a public healing space.
Which has flexible spatial transformation system based on 
a multifunctional function, intent on changing the severe 
original manufacturing spatial pattern into an accessible 
community one through temporary use.
It will activate both the immediate neighborhood and the 
city develop from The Jewelry District.
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL
EXHIBITION
COFFEERESTROOM STORAGEHEALING RAMP
SKYLIGHT
RESTROOM
PERFORMANCE
ACCESS
DRESSING
MUSIC CLASS
DRAWING CLASS 
KITCHEN
DRAMA CLASS
WAITING 
STUDIO
STAFF
RECEPTION
EQUIPMENT
MECHANICS SYSTERM 
VENT
ACCESS LOUNGE
F1
F2
Roof
EXHIBITION
LOUNGE
Fixed Founction
Occupancy by events
in dierent period of time
Occupancy by events
in dierent period of time
CONFERENCE
Fixed Founction
CHATTING
User Group / Precedents 
Menbership for 
Art Community Center ( Creative Art Therapy Focused )
Studio
Performance
 Music 
Therapy
Class
Draw 
Therapy
Class
Conference
Exhibiton
Drama 
Therapy
Class
Patient
have traumatic experience
 or with Psychological problems
( e.g. ADHD / Autism)
 
Public
Interested group or individual
 
Therapist
Art therapy professionals and researchers
 
Program occupied in space by proposed events in different periods.
User group by events with the program of the creative art 
therapy community center.
Space Occupation User Group
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INTERVENTION
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1 2 3
 Remove/Replace  ReopenReinforce 
2nd Floor
New 1st Floor
Removed and Replace the entire roof structure.
Removed the 1st-floor deck to combine the basement.
Open the original metal floor decking of the 2nd-floor. 
Reinforced the 2nd-floor framing and all pillars.
Side walls firmed by footing reinforced with outboard backfilled.
Reopen the boarded up windows.
Add new access to the 1st floor.
1
2
3
Alteration By Structure
Steps of structural modification.
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Approach By Existing Structure
Emergency 
support 
wood pillar
Steel pillar 
Cement pillar 
with Steel intside 
Wood pillar 
 
Existing
Added ramp
to ground
Opened oor/roof
Skylight 
Reinfoced pillar
 
Update
Basement
1st Floor
2nd Floor
High / Low Roof
Combine
1st Floor + Basement
High / Low Roof
Get through 2nd Floor
Circulation
Circulation
Adapt Movment System
Entrance
New Entrance
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Approach of Exsisting Structure
Strategy
Temporary Use
( Adaptive reuse)
Evaluation / Maintain
(A repair)
Moveable Moveable
......Abandoned
( A Limbo )
Temporary Use
( Adaptive reuse)
Temporary Use
( Adaptive reuse)
Removable, Reversible Units / Elements
OR
Ruin
Open Ending
Perpetual Malleability
Flexible Structure System
Temporary Use In Vacant Industrial Heritage Architecture 
How will Architectural adapt to the social development of  Multiple demands  and  High eciency needs ?
How can Industrial architecture in limbo get the best use and be an asset?  to avoid its demolition by neglect?  
How can we dene a creative new view of “ Permanent use ” ?
Program
Exhibition
Meeting
Class
Studio
Healing
Perform
Regullar exhibtions
for healing art work collections
by group / individual
Mini healing class for
Drawing / Music / Perfomance
Creative studio
Provide a healing experience
through the Architectural atmosphere
Provide a healing experience
through the Architectural atmosphere
Active research and conference
The Creative Art Therapy Display Center
1 x1
1 x 1¼
1= 7ft = 200cm
Grids based on 
Existing columns Rotation
Comparisons between existing and modification.
Existing pillars reinforced for adding new structure systems. 
Approach By Facade 
Design_Step 1 Re-structuring
Original Collapse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
 Remove  Reinforce / Replace  Reopen
4
6
Process diagram by section view
Facade panorama
1
1
5
3
1
2
Reopen by stained glass windows with an Angle, for a particular view of the city.  
Reopen by stained glass balcony with an Angle, for a particular view of the city. 
Reopen with a rotating door for the main entrance.
Original closed board windows replaced by glass bricks for more natural light into the first floor.
Original entrance changed to the emergency exit.
Replace the original cement roof deck with a transparent material for the skylight.
1
2
3
4
5
6
Panorama view of the conversions by windows, doors, and roof 
from the existing facade.
Existing
Conversions
DESIGN CONCEPT
Rotation
To contribute a rotate system with moveable panels 
which use pillars as a central bearing to have either vertical 
or horizontal rotations by different focus points.
Rotate panels can also folding and contraction by groups. 
They rotate and move to form a new interior space which 
makes a lively and changeable place.
The Rotate System 
Different transformation forms of rotation.
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Program Plans By Different Functions
1 x1
By applying a flexible spatial transformation system based 
on multifunction, temporary-use spaces in The Creative 
Arts Therapy community Center will be quickly combined 
for different events besides fixed functions ( reception, coffee, 
Lounge areas, and restroom). 
New circulation is proposed by activity associated events 
to promote the relationship of the neighborhood through 
the abandoned site reused and accessible.  With the intention 
of changing the original severe manufacturing spatial pattern 
into one of accessibility, healing & community.
PROGRAM PROPOSAL
EXHIBITION
COFFEERESTROOM STORAGEHEALING RAMP
SKYLIGHT
RESTROOM
PERFORMANCE
ACCESS
DRESSING
MUSIC CLASS
DRAWING CLASS 
KITCHEN
DRAMA CLASS
WAITING 
STUDIO
STAFF
RECEPTION
EQUIPMENT
MECHANICS SYSTERM 
VENT
ACCESS LOUNGE
F1
F2
Roof
EXHIBITION
LOUNGE
Fixed Founction
Occupancy by events
in dierent period of time
Occupancy by events
in dierent period of time
CONFERENCE
Fixed Founction
CHATTING
Proposal
Circulation
Ramp/Healing Corridor
Access
Restroom
Reception/Lobby
Lounge
Cafe
kitchen
Exhibiton
Show Case
Exhibiton
Show Case
Exhibiton
Show Case
Exhibition 
F1
Exhibition 
F1
Exhibition 
F2
Art Theater
Changing Room
Equipment
Furniture
Performance 
F1
Conference 
F1
Meeting
Chatting
Furniture
Exhibiton
Show Case
Exhibition 
F2
Studio
Furniture
Studio 
F2
Drawing
Music
Drama
Sta
Waiting
Furniture
Class
F1
Class
F1
Drawing
Mini Class
Drama/Music
Furniture
Program Occupancy With Dierent Funtions 
Grids based on existing pillars
Circulation
Healing Corridor
Access
Restroom
Reception/Lobby
Lounge
Cafe
Kitchen
Performance Of The Rotate System 
Performance of Rotate Panel System
Performance of Rotate Cabinet System
Performance of Rotate Panel System By Vertical
( 1= 7 ft )
Fixed function
Program by different functions occupies in the plan.
P rformance of Rotate Panel System
P rformance of Rotat  Cabinet System
P rformance of Rotate Panel System By Vertical
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
An outdoor public facility is supposed with funny rotation 
by the echo of the landscape and the internal system, 
people walking by will have a particular experience before 
they enter the building.
Rendering of site plan.
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Rendering of site view: Left_ Entrance from the Eddy St.  Right_ Main entrance of the building.
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Rendering of internal view on 1st floor: 
Left_View from the entrance. 
Right_View from the exit ramp. 
L
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Rendering of internal view on 2nd floor: 
Left_Scene of the rotary panels and cabinets with an exhibition.
Right_Scene of the rotary cabinets and window view . 
L
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Blue: calmness, serenity, focused 
Improve sleep,treatment of hepatitis, greatly reduce the suering of rheumatoid arthritis women.
Purple: spiritual, prosperity, respect, mystery 
Helps reduce addiction and migraines; dispel irritability.
Red: love, warmth, energy, excitement, intensity, passionate
Improve blood circulation, mobilize the nervous system, ashing red light can ease severe migraine.
Orange: lively and pleasant, energetic, excitement, warmth, change, stimulation
Can stimulate thinking and speed up metabolism, treat anemia, have an eect on treating 
depression and asthma.
Yellow,happiness, laughter, cheery, warmth, optimism, attention-getting
 Helps to treat constipation, improve self-condence, stimulate energy, concentrate energy, 
 improve learning interest.
Green: fresh and natural, tranquility, harmony, calmness
Can relax, reduce visual fatigue and lower blood pressure, promote toxins excretion and enhance metabolism.
Cyan:  loyalty, truth, focused, un-appetizing
Helps to treat joint diseases and varicose veins.
Cyan: purity, cleanliness, sense of space, neutrality
Helps to calm emotions.
(Color therapy is also often used to treat dyslexia, Alzheimer's disease, and attention, by person’s  diernet auras)
Patient
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Coee
Lounge
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WinSign
Internal subjectivity
Gray: neutral, timeless, practical, modest
Earth:  reliability, stability, friendship, comfort, security, natural, organic
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Meanings Of Colors By Art Therapy
Scene of meditate 
through window with view.
Certain light of colors fall into a different specific frequency 
and vibration; they can enter through our skin to our body 
to activate our hormones, causing chemical reactions 
within the body, then influencing emotion and enabling 
the body to heal. 
The uniform light-colored industrial space background 
with gorgeous colors can highlight the main functional 
areas of the visual center, and at the same time bring 
different levels to the senses and influence mental activities.
Every person’s aura contains different layers of light, and 
I supposed a place for people can find their healing color 
to have a feeling experience with each other and the city.
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Final Model
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Model Of Rotate System
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